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Major decisions
The struggles students face when choosing a college major 

By Kali Hoffman

As a famous pink and purple cat 
once said, “If you don’t now 
where you’re going, any road 

can take you there.”  
For college students who can’t decide 

what they want to do when they graduate, 
picking a “road” can be a daunting task. 
Still, some find that the process of deciding 
on a major can be just as rewarding and 
the inevitable decision.  

“Students think everyone else has 
got it figured out, but really nobody 
has it figured out,” said undeclared and 
communications advisor Shannon Baker. 

There may be a bright side to not 
knowing what to do with your life. 
Students who change their major, even 
late in their college experience, are more 
likely to graduate than those who never 
switch, according to Student Success 
Collaborative. Though factors like parental 
pressure and encouragement from friends 
and counselors have a slight effect on how 
students chose their major, a 2008 study 
published in the College Student Journal 
found that the strongest influencing factor 
is how much genuine interest students 
have in their subject of choice.

About 50 to 70 percent of college 

students change their major at least once, 
according to the University of Laverne 
and some people change their majors 
repeatedly. Others don’t even declare one 
until their sophomore year or later. 

Audrey Barthold was set on becoming 
a pastry chef, but the prospect of working 
in such a niche career gave her pause. 

“(Cooking) was the one thing I was 
really good at and that I liked doing,” 
Barthold said. “But the thought of being 
in the workforce scared me. Thinking of 
the work hours and stress of working in a 
kitchen made me unhappy.”

After four years of culinary arts 
training, Barthold decided to change 
directions and enrolled in community 
college as a dietetics major, a study on 
diet and its effects on health. After one 
semester, she moved to Simmons college 
in Boston to focus on nutrition and arts 
administration, but moved back home 
the next semester. After another one-
semester stint at Pierce community college, 
Barthold found her way to Chapman. She 
says her many switches resulted from her 
fear of leaving the school environment and 
entering the workforce, but the sophomore 
says she finally feels settled as a graphic 
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design major.
“Now, I’m still stressed, but it’s 

a happy stress because I care about 
what I’m doing. I’m not as worried 
about the future anymore because I’m 
just enjoying the process,” she said.

Technically, Barthold is in her 
fourth year of college, but she is only 
sophomore standing at Chapman 
after changing her major to graphic 
design. Though she was willing to stay 
in school longer and accept the extra 
costs that doing so entails, not all 
students are willing – or able – to do 
the same. 

Sophomore sociology major 
Amy Aghajanian said she is lucky 
she figured out she hated her original 
political science major her freshman 
year so that she could stick to her own 
academic timeline and graduate in 
2020 as planned. 

“There was something about 
(political science) that struck me 

the wrong way. The idea of going to 
class and dreading the classes I was 
taking for four years pulled me out 
of it,” Aghajanian said. “I found out 
that I wasn’t liking it very early on.” 
It would be awful, she said, if she 
hadn’t figured out her first love until 
junior or senior year and wound up 
“behind.”  

Unlike Aghajanian, Batrthold 
believes the extra years of school were 
worth it. She not only stumbled on 
a discipline she loves but received  
extra education. Who can say what 
knowledge you’ll wind up using later 
in life? 

“When they told me it would take 
an extra year to graduate I didn’t care. 
I’m on campus 40 hours a week and 
I’m not sleeping, but I’m really proud 
of what I’m doing,” Barthold said. 

Barthold paradoxically attributes 
her original lack of direction to too 
many opportunities.

 Sophomore public relations and 
advertising major Katie Braverman, 
agreed  that choosing a major is 
difficult not due to the lack of choices, 
but due to the abundance of them.

Braverman applied to Chapman 
as a business major but discovered 
her freshman year she and the world 
of numbers, profits, losses and 
management weren’t suited to each 

“ “

I haven’t been doing 

much because I’ve 

been up till two in the 

morning having multiple 

existential crises. Photo by Kali Hoffman

“If you don’t know what to do, just do what makes you happy,” said former business major Katie Braverman.
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other. She had chosen  business because 
she was unsure of what she really wanted to 
do. She  felt additionally alienated because 
her business classmates seemed true 
believers dedicated to their major.

“It’s hard to exist surrounded by a very 
specific type of person when you don’t fit 
in at all,” she said. “College is about feeling 
challenged, but also feeling that you have a 
place.”

She added art history as a second 
major, hoping to incorporate art back 
into her life, but she soon felt that was 
not enough. Braverman applied to Dodge 
College of Film and Media Arts even in 
her sophomore year, even though she 

doubted that the school would accept her, 
but ultimately got in adding her art history 
major.  

“College is like a designated path for 
some people, but for me it’s a process,” 
Braverman said. “I haven’t been doing 
much because I’ve been up till two in 
the morning having multiple existential 
crises. I took a look at the little things I was 
involved in in everyday life, like art, and 
realized that's what I loved. Still, It’s a really 
reflective process and it sucks having to let 
go.”

But, she reasons,  a willingness to 
accept failure just might be a step towards  
finding the right path.

“It’s liberating to accept that what you’re 
doing isn’t working,” Barthold said.

Though changing majors may be the answer 
for some students, others find different ways to 
explore their options. Some simply hold off on 
declaring a major until their second year.

“I see it as a positive, especially because they 
have to be actively exploring. A lot of students 
get to be upperclassmen and realize they don’t 
want to do what they are doing. Undeclared is a 
blank slate,” Baker said.

Others find supplementing their “practical” 
major with a discipline that is a labor of love 
can cure their indecision. People can double 
major, or add a minor in a subject that they 
love. Sophomore French and communication 
studies double major Sarah Mehling credits her 
“winging it” attitude towards her education as a 
major contributor to her academic contentment. 
Rather than deciding between interests, 
she declared two majors. 

“The only reason why I majored 
in French is because I want to learn 
it, other than that I had no idea what 
I was doing,” Mehling said.  After a 
year at Chapman, Mehling added 
communication studies as a second 
major in hopes of capitalizing on her 
“love of talking.” Though she believes it 
will prove more lucrative than French in 
terms of job opportunities, she has no 
set career plans for the future. And she’s 
just fine with that.

“I have no idea what I want to do...
French is just for fun at this point. I 
know I’ll figure something out, but it’s 
nice to explore and not be set like ‘ok, 
this is what I’m going to do for the rest 
of my life’,” Mehling said. “For people 
who do have that mindset, that’s great 
and it may be their path, but why not try 
new things? . . .

“It's not hard having two majors at 
all. (Chapman) makes it easy, and for 
me it's kind of necessary,” Mehling said. 

“It's not hard as long as it's something you find 
interesting and fun. If you hate your major and 
think everything is boring, then maybe don’t do 
it.”

For students who don’t have the option to 
add a second major, switching majors can be a 
daunting, but ultimately rewarding endeavor. 
Braverman credits switching her major to 
leading to the best semester she has had at 
Chapman, ultimately recommending switching 
to those unhappy in their majors. 

“I think failing in my original major led me 
to something I can thrive in,” Braverman said. 
“This has hands down been my favorite semester 
at Chapman and I’ve never been more happy or 
secure in my academic life. I feel like it’s the best 
thing I’ve ever done.”◆

Photo by Kali Hoffman
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I realized I’m allowed to change my life and do something different. It’s not the end of the world, so I thought I would take a chance,” 

said graphic design major and former culinary student Audrey Barthold.
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An epidemic of grave proportions:
How texting and driving is putting more than just your life in danger

By: Karina Cardenas

What will it take for us to hang up a horrible habit? This addiction to digital devices is 
claiming lives around the world– and now it’s affecting wallets. 

“Handheld cell phone use” by drivers decreased from 4.8 percent in 2006 to 3.3 percent 
in 2016, according to U.S. Department of Transportation research. But that stat only refers to people 
talking on their cell phones while behind the wheel: Drivers visibly manipulating a handheld device (i.e. 
texting and otherwise fiddling with their phones) rose from less than one percent in 2006 to 2.1% in 2016. 
And people in the 16 to 24 age bracket are the most likely texting and driving offenders, not only eclipsing 

all other age groups, but embracing multi-tasking while driving in ever greater numbers. 
Researchers estimated that a full four percent of people in that age group were “visibly manipulating” 

their handheld device while driving in 2016 – a humungous growth since 2006, when they caught only half 
of one per cent sending emails or whatever people did in the age of Blackberrys and slower devices.

Distracted driving “escalated as more apps for smartphones became available,” observed Caitlin Chan, 
22-year-old senior screenwriting major. Chan, who admits she does text and drive, said it’s hard for her to 
come to terms with the reality of its danger to herself and others. 

Illustrated by Kali Hoffman
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For whatever reason, drivers can’t 
seem to ignore the pings and dings 
demanding their attention or waiting 
to check Instagram until they arrive at 
their destination.

Texting takes your eyes off the road 
for an average of almost five seconds. 
If you’re traveling at 55 miles per hour, 
that’s the equivalent of driving the 
length of a football field; blindfolded, 
according to a federal transportation 
study.

More than nine percent of the 
37,461 deaths on U.S. roads in 2016 
were attributed to distracted driving – 
a category that includes not just talking 
on phones, but typing on them. 

Yet, many young people still feel 
that shooting off a text or checking 
Snapchat is no big risk. To put it 
simply, they’re in denial. 

“I can handle it and multitask 
better than others,” said Pricilla 
Gonzales a 22-year-old senior 
communication studies major “I don't 
think that it can happen to me. It’s just 
a habit,” she said.  

Gonzales, who is in the age group 
of the worst offenders of texting and 
driving, says; although she knows the 
consequences of texting and driving 
she doesn’t really comprehend the 
impact.

“It’s hard to understand the real 
impact of injuring someone else or myself unless I have been 
personally affected by it,” she added. 

Other students said they just don’t think that checking 
their phone for a few seconds is that dangerous. 

It’s well known that texting and driving costs lives. Now, 
it’s also costing money. 

Between 2014 -16, auto insurance 
premiums rose an average of 2.2 
percent, according to the Insurance 
Information Institute. It’s likely 
those increases were steeper for 
young drivers: Drivers under 25 are 
more accident prone, and insurance 
companies typically charge any group 
judged to be high risk more than 
groups at lower risk of accidents.  

Texting-related accidents result in 
increased claims and are a factor in the 
rise of insurance premiums, according 
to the insurer Horace Mann. Desiree 
Alcaraz, an associate at State Farm 
Insurance in Cypress, CA, said her 
agency on Walker Street, gets around 
25 claims a month resulting from 
texting and driving, many of them 
involving young people.  

Insurance rates could even be 
higher if drivers made claims for all the 
accidents they had. 

Elizabeth Carillo, a 22-year old 
senior screenwriting major, believes 
there is no need to involve an 
insurance company unless the crash is 
“really bad.”

Studies have shown that many 
drivers adopt “compensatory beliefs” 
to justify use of their phones while 
driving. Such beliefs are translated into 
actions that include slowing down, 
changing lanes and shortening calls 

and messages while multi-tasking on the road.  
That’s not good enough for those who want to reduce 

road fatalities. Use of phones while driving “needs to be 
discussed within communities,” said Alcaraz. “This is an 
issue of public safety and road safety.” 

California law bans use of cellphones while behind the 

“ “Students don’t understand that even 
though you can be sitting at a stop 

light or a stop sign (on your phone) I 
can still pull you over.

Illustration by Kali Hoffman

More than nine percent of the 37,461 deaths on U.S. roads in 2016 were attributed to distracted driving  according to NHTSA. Studies have shown that many 
drivers adopt “compensatory beliefs” to justify use of their phones while driving. Such beliefs are translated into actions that include slowing down, changing lanes 

and shortening calls and messages while multi-tasking on the road. 
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wheel, and even the use of hands free phones 
by people less than 18 years of age. 

Cops are trying their best to enforce the 
law, said Rob Thorsen, spokesperson for 
the Orange Police Department, noting the 
Orange PD issued 333 citations last year for 
texting and driving. 

“Students don’t understand that even 
though you can be sitting at a stop light or a 
stop sign (on your phone) I can still pull you 
over,” Thorsen said.  

Thorsen said he can’t target all the drivers 
he sees texting, but he makes an effort to 
catch them as often as he can. One day, he 
caught a teenager playing Candy Crush on 
his phone while driving. Another time, he 
caught a woman watching YouTube videos. 
Both got $161 tickets. 

The current minimum ticket cost for 
distracted driving is $161, with subsequent 
tickets costing at least $281, Thorsen said.

 The month of April is known as 
Distracted Driving Awareness Month. A 
campaign that the city of Orange joins 
with over 200 other local law enforcement 
agencies and the California Highway 
Patrol for in a month long “zero tolerance” 
enforcement and education campaign. 
During April, Orange PD focuses on 
educating the community about the dangers 
of driving distracted through media 
outreach, visits to schools, and traffic safety 
presentations. 

With the dangers and dire consequences 
of distracted driving, there are several groups 

working endlessly to spread that message. 
Organizations such as “Stop The Wrecks” 
and “It Can Wait” by AT&T hope to convince 
drivers to keep their eyes on the road and 
leave their phones alone. 

Families that have lost loved ones to 
texting and driving are also working to 
raise awareness about this epidemic – 
Sam Thompson was killed just a few days 
before his 21st birthday while texting in 
2014: According to the Spokesman Review, 
Thompson was driving on U.S. I95 and, while 
writing a quick text to a friend, drifted over 
the center line while rounding a curve. He 
collided head-on with a semi, dying instantly. 

His parents,  Jim and Lisa Thompson of 
Colfax, Washington State, are campaigning to 
convince other drivers to leave their phones 
locked until they reach their destination and 
work to pass laws with tougher penalties 
for distracted driving transgressors. They 
allowed their son’s story to be used in a video 
“Sam’s Story,” made by The Washington 

Transportation Safety Commission. 
 Olivia Young, a 20-year-old 

sophomore peace studies major, already 
believes that driving requires a driver’s full 
attention. 

“It drives me crazy to see people 
Snapchatting and driving. What is so 
important to put on your story that you're 
endangering others?” she asked. 

Young wants a solution for texting and 
driving, but doesn’t quite know how to 
convince others of the hazards. 

"How many students would actually text 
and drive if they personally knew someone 
who was affected by it?" she asked. 

Sarina Welsh, a 20-year-old sophomore 
business major, wants more efforts to educate 
young drivers on the dangers of distracted 
driving.

 "Growing up there would be public 
service announcements about drinking and 
driving but no one really focused on texting 
and driving," Welsh said. "If there was a 
program or more awareness about (texting 
and driving) on campus or in general, maybe 
things would go in a different direction.” 

 In the meantime, “Textecution” 
and many similar apps are available to 
contribute and advocate for safer roads. 
These applications for smart phones prevent 
individuals to text and drive by locking their 
settings – but people have to be willing to use 
them. ◆ 

“

“

What is so 

important to put 

on your story that 

you’re endangering 

others?
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You Work Where?
Students love their jobs that you didn’t know existed

By Laura Claypool

When actor Andy 
Samberg appeared on 
the late-night talk show 

“Conan,” in September, he was greeted 
by Chapman student and junior 
creative producing major Sharon 
Kang, who silently hoped he would 
like the cheese she selected and put in 
his dressing room. (He didn’t.) 

Kang is one of the roughly 500 
Chapman students who go through 
the Career Development Center each 
semester to obtain internships for 
which they receive academic credit, 
and part of a smaller cadre of students 
with, well, internships you probably 
didn’t know existed. 

Sixty-five percent of 2015 
bachelor’s degree graduates 
completed an internship or 
cooperative education assignment, 
according to a nationwide survey of 

college students conducted by the 
National Association of Colleges 
and Employers.  Chapman students 
exceed that average.  By the time 
Chapman students graduate, 76 
percent of students complete at least 
one internship, said Heidi Swanson, 
Chapman University’s internship 
coordinator.  

Internships help students network 
with industry professionals, gain work 
experience, and confirm or pivot 
career paths.  Accounting majors 
might work at an accounting firm, 
film production majors might intern 
at a film distribution company, and 
integrated education studies students 
might help teach at an elementary 
school.  However, some students 
learn their craft in less conventional 
workplaces. Here are just a few: 

Photo by Laura Claypool
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Conan

As a talent intern at Conan 
O’Brien’s late-night talk show, 

“Conan,” junior creative producing major 
Sharon Kang has met more celebrities this 
semester than some people will meet in 
their entire lives.  Football player Aaron 
Rodgers, actress Mila Kunis, actor Jake 
Gyllenhaal, and actor Andy Samberg, to 
name a few.  

Kang has only had a few quick 
conversations with O’Brien, but said he is 
exactly what you’d expect from watching 
his show.

“He’s just so friendly, playful and nice, 
off-screen and onscreen,” Kang said.  

After getting some experience in the 
talent department during an internship 
with “The Ellen DeGeneres Show” 
last year, Kang decided to seek a talent 
internship for this fall.  Although the 
entertainment business is all about having 
connections, for this internship Kang 
simply applied online and received an 
email a month later with the good news.  
She noted that not all of the “Conan” 
interns had the same application process: 
Some had to do Skype interviews as well.  

Some days, Kang works at the security 
desk, sitting at the talent entrance to 
make sure only “Conan” employees come 
into the building, and checking in talent 
guests and their teams.  

But talent interns can also be stand-
ins for the stage managers.  For example, 
during lighting and camera rehearsals, 
Conan and the talent guests don’t need to 

be there, so sometimes interns read the 
lines off the cue cards.  During the real 
rehearsal, Conan usually tweaks phrases 
and makes suggestions for the show, like 
having the camera cutting to him or the 
guests quicker to improve the comedic 
timing, Kang said.  

“It was really cool,” to see how much 
changes from the original rehearsal to 
what winds up in the aired show viewers 
get to see, Kang said.

When it’s show time, Kang or another 
intern covers the phones while assistants 
and executives watch the taping.  

Of all her internship responsibilities, 
Kang enjoys working in the green room 
the most. She makes sure it is fully 
stocked and clean, sets up the dressing 
rooms, stocks the fridge with beverages 
and assembles the food – usually cheese, 
crackers, veggie and fruit platters. The 
talent does not request special food, but 
“Conan” tries to accommodate all dietary 
needs, Kang said.  

Andy Samberg, a recent guest on the 
show, is dairy and gluten intolerant, so 
Kang went to look for a particular dairy 
free cheese at Whole Foods for him.  

“I worked really hard to find him the 
perfect cheese and was texting the other 
intern.  I got back to the show and we 
cut the cheese, literally, and put it in his 
dressing room and then he comes into his 
dressing room.  Thirty seconds later he 
comes back out and says ‘I’m just going to 
leave this here.’ because it smelled so bad,” 

Photo courtesy of Sharon Kang.

Junior creative producing major Sharon Kang interns at “Conan,” attending to daily celebrity guests. 
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Shana Kheradyar enters 
through a metal detector 

and a series of four locked doors 
to get to her internship.  She 
spends her Fridays interning 
at the Orange County Juvenile 
Hall, helping teach sociology 
classes for incarcerated people.  

“I didn’t want a desk 
job,” said Kheradyar, a senior 
sociology and television writing 
and production major.

In class, interns facilitate 
discussions about the course 
readings, which feature relevant, 
relatable topics touching on 
gang affiliation and social 
stratification.  President Daniele 
Struppa donated the books 
for the program, including 
“Outliers: The Story of Success” 
by Malcolm Gladwell and “Dear 
White America: Letter to the 
New Minority” by Tim Wise.  

Kheradyar interns in a class 
taught by Chapman sociology 
professor Victoria Carty and 
graduate student Greg Barraza.  
The class is a group of six male 
inmates who were all tried as 
minors, but are now college 
age.  They wear different 
colored jumpsuits that denote 
the severity of their crimes: 
burgundy for higher crimes like 
murder or attempted murder, 
and navy for less serious crimes.  
Interns aren’t supposed to ask 
inmates the nature of their 
offense.

Kang said.  
After a couple of months at 

“Conan,” Kang is used to seeing 
celebrities every day.

“They’re eating the same food 
I’m eating, they’re walking the same 
steps that I’m walking, they’re looking 
at the same things that I’m looking 
at - they’re just people.  They’re just 
people with really cool careers,” Kang 
said.

However, she was still star struck 
by Mila Kunis.  

“I just looked at her and I was like, 
‘Oh my god that’s Mila Kunis,’ in my 
head,” Kang said.  “I look up to her as 
a female role model...I love how down 
to earth she is even though she’s this 
huge celebrity in the industry.”

Kang has learned a lot from her 

internship about what it’s like when 
talent comes with their team; who’s 
on their team, what they need, what 
contracts they sign.  She said that 
that Conan and the talent guests 
themselves are always kind; however, 
sometimes their teams can be stuck 
up.  Other times, the talent’s team can 
include special guests.

When Jake Gyllenhaal came to 
promote his film, “Stronger,” about 
a man who lost his legs from the 
Boston Marathon bombing, there 
wasn’t enough room for the group 
on the golf cart, so Gyllenhaal 
just walked beside it while Kang 
conversed with the man sitting next 
to her, who was missing his legs.  He 
turned out to be Jeff Bauman, the 
man “Stronger” is about and who 
Gyllenhaal portrays in the movie.

Kang is glad this internship has 
allowed her to interact directly with 
interesting, creative people every day, 
as it has made her more interested in 
pursuing a career as a talent executive.  

“Talent is hard to break into,” 
Kang said.  “Being a talent intern at 
“Conan” has made me really want to 
work in talent, but I’m trying to be 
realistic that there might not be a lot 
of mobility going up.”  

For now, Kang is keeping her 
options open, but will continue to 
intern in the entertainment industry. 
•

I worked really hard 

to find him the perfect 

cheese and was texting 

the other intern.  I 

got back to the show 

and we cut the cheese, 

literally...

“

“
Orange County Juvenile Hall

Photo courtesy of Shana Kheradyar 

Senior sociology and television writing and production major Shana Kheradyar 
spends her Friday afternoons interning at the Orange County Juvenile Hall, helping 

Chapman sociology professors teach inmates. 
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“It’s best that we don’t know so we don’t 
treat them any differently.  We try to focus 
on academics,” Carty said.

Despite their outward appearance, the 
inmates interact and behave like any other 
students, Kheradyar  discovered.  “When 
I first went in, I almost forgot they were 
criminals because they were so normal and 
easy to talk to,” Kheradyar said.

Along with the locked doors and the 
security officers, additional protocols keep 
faculty and visitors safe.  There are security 
cameras in the classroom and any object 
that could be considered a weapon must be 
handled by a security officer.  Even pencils – 
distributed before class – are collected after 
class and counted to make sure none were 
kept.  Interns are also told not to reveal their 
last name or their address.  

As the weeks progress, Kheradyar 
noticed that inmates are more optimistic 
about their futures.  When first asked about 

their life after imprisonment, most inmates 
couldn’t think past their sentence.  More 
recently, they had developed goals.  Some 
students aspire to work in the medical field, 
others in law enforcement.  Some said they 
wanted to continue their schooling.

“Most of them didn’t have the 
expectation of going to college, whereas for 
a lot of us interns not going to college wasn’t 
an option,” Kheradyar said.

Kheradyar heard about this intern 
opportunity through Chapman’s sociology 
department and began interning once a 
week in September.  Four other Chapman 
students also intern at juvenile hall.  They 
will receive formal training in early 
November to mentor inmates one-on-one 
multiple times per week.  

Chapman’s juvenile hall pilot program 
started in January 2017, but this is the first 
semester a group of students have interned 
at the hall and interacted with the inmates.  
At this point, all staff, students, and 
inmates involved are volunteering without 
pay or academic credit, but the sociology 
department plans to form a complete 
program to offer a three-credit class to both 
the interns and inmates by spring semester 
2018.  

The inmates even wrote a letter to 
Chapman University, asking to receive 
college course credit for the class so it counts 
toward their associate’s degree.

Even more so, the inmates aren’t the only 
people learning.  This internship purged 
Kheradyar of stereotypes and negative 
opinions she held concerning people in 
prison.  

Most of them didn’t 

have the expectation 

of going to college, 

whereas for a lot of 

us interns not going 

to college wasn’t an 

option

“

“

“It’s important to remember these 
are kids who are just caught.  There are 
other kids doing the same things who 
aren’t being caught for the same crimes,” 
Kheradyar said.

Although she has enjoyed this 
experience, Kheradyar still plans on 
pursuing a career in the television 

industry and said this internship will 
benefit her character development and 
scriptwriting.  

“It has helped me become a 
better storyteller because I have more 
perspectives of different communities 
and different cultures I can draw off of,” 
Kheradyar said. •

Photo by Laura Claypool

After volunteering at the Santa Ana Zoo for a year, senior environmental science major Hailley Coleman plans on applying for a full-time 
zookeeper position after graduation.

Santa Ana Zoo
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Senior environmental science 
major Hailley Coleman 

doesn’t have to travel to Morocco to 
spend quality time with camels.  She 
has always loved animals and started 
working as a volunteer zookeeper at 
the Santa Ana Zoo last October.

In high school, she volunteered 
at the Seattle Pacific Aquarium near 
her home.  For her 20th birthday, her 
mother emailed several zoos to see 
if her daughter could get a personal 
behind-the-scenes tour of a facility, 
and the Santa Ana Zoo responded 
positively.  

The main zookeeper led her 
around the zoo and told her about 
the volunteer zookeeper position.  
This position is not publicly 
advertised, and usually requires a 
recommendation or connection to 
a current zookeeper to apply, said 
Coleman.  

Although Coleman is a full-time 
student with two other part-time 
jobs, she wakes up early Sunday 
mornings, throws on her Santa Ana 
Zoo shirt and a pair of jeans and 
arrives at the zoo by 8 a.m.  The first 
task is always washing the metal 
dishes used to feed the animals.  

“Every time, it’s hundreds of 
bowls,” Coleman said.

Next, she is assigned enclosures 
to clean and animals to feed.  

“To be honest, a zookeeper is 
kind of just like a glorified janitor,” 
Coleman said.

Coleman has learned a lot about 
the different species of animals.  

For example, now she’s able to 
distinguish a golden-headed lion 
tamarin from an emperor tamarin.  
She can pet and play with some 
animals, like camels, farm animals, 
and lemurs.  But, volunteers aren’t 
allowed to interact with others, 
such as primates, because they can 
be aggressive and carry diseases, 
and ocelots, which are dangerous 
wildcats similar in appearance to 
jaguars, she said.

Coleman most enjoys interacting 
with two-toed sloths.

“It takes a really long to feed 
them because they move so 
ridiculously slow,” she said.

In contrast, porcupines are full of 
energy.  They are large animals who 
run around and follow her like dogs, 
she said.  Every time she goes into 
the enclosure, they try to jump up on 
her, which scares her a little, but they 
are generally very friendly creatures, 
Coleman said.  

“The kids are always watching 
whenever I go into the enclosure 
and they laugh and think it’s funny,” 
Coleman said.

Coleman receives free 
entrance to the zoo and hopes her 
volunteer position could lead to 
a paid position.  Most of the paid 
zookeepers started as volunteers, and 
Coleman plans on applying to work 
there after she graduates the spring 
on 2018.

“I like it and might as well try to 
get paid for doing it,” Coleman said. 
•

Callan Keeter, a junior 
political science major 

interns at the Orange County 
Water District in Fountain 
Valley three days a week as a 
legislative intern, submerged in 
the intricacies of recycled waste 
water politics.

Keeter’s primary duty is 
to “help get politicians get on 
board with the whole idea 
of recycled waste water.” She 
monitors media feeds for 
mentions of water issues and 
environmental policies and 
on Mondays attends a weekly 
conference call with the 
lobbyists in Washington D.C. 
to hear what bills and policies 
they’ve learned about and what 
actions they’ve taken to support 
or block them.  

Keeter also researches other 
water districts to update the 
2017 legislative platform for 
the O.C. Water District and 
creates a new platform for 2018.  
She prepares fact sheets on 
bills to present to the OCWD 
board of directors and keeps 
track of relevant state and 
federal bills by reading political 
blogs, California news media, 
and updates from the state 
legislature’s website.  

Typically, sewage water is treated just enough 
to dump back into the ocean.  The Orange 
County Water District (OCWD) takes sewage 
water and treats it to become clean, drinkable 

water, that is then distributed through pipes in 
Orange County.  Once the water is clean enough 
to go back into the ocean, OCWD moves it into 
the Ground Water Replenishment System where 
it goes through microfiltration and reverse 

Orange County Water District

Photo courtesy of Callan Keeter

Interning at the Orange County Water District has given junior political science major Callan Keeter a 
deeper appreciation for local legislature and has made her more interested in environmental justice. 
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osmosis to clean it, then through ultraviolet 
light.  At this point, the water has been 
completely cleaned that it’s even been stripped 
of minerals.

“The water comes out so pure that it’s too 
hard to go through pipes.  When water is hard, 
it starts leaching minerals from whatever it 
comes into contact with,” Keeter said.

This is a serious problem was recently 
brought into the spotlight in Flint, Michigan, 
where river water eroded iron water mains 
and then absorbed lead from the water pipes, 
making it unsafe to drink.  

Therefore, the OCWD adds minerals back 
into the treated water before it goes down into 
the ground water basin, which is then pumped 
up to cities’ local wells and sold to Orange 
County residents.

OCWD hosts tours of the filtration plant 
to change public perception of recycled 
water.  Keeter has accompanied several tours 
of middle school and high school students, 
as well as senior citizens.  During the tour, 
visitors taste some of the water that come out 
of the plant, before it goes into the ground 
water basin. Younger people are much more 
accepting of the idea of recycled water, 

whereas the older people are more concerned 
about their health and are more skeptical, 
Keeter has observed.

“You’ve got all these concepts of what 
recycled water is but when you actually get to 
hold it in your hand, hold it up to the light, it 
looks good, looks clear,” Keeter said.

For the 10th anniversary of OCWD, Keeter 
researched bottling companies so the OCWD 
could give out eight ounce samples of its water 
on tours to demonstrate that the recycled 
sewage water is indeed potable.

Keeter also served as site contact for the 
second “Pacific Rim” film, to be released 

next spring, communicating with the film’s 
location scout and guiding the film crew 
when they took photos.  She set up offices 
for them, explained policies and procedures 
and escorted the crew through the basement 
microfiltration room, which looks like a set for 
a sci-fi film.  

As a political science major, this internship 
has helped Keeter define her career objective.  
Thanks to the internship, her goals now – to 
help the environment and promote sustainable 
practices through sensible government policies 
– are as clear as recycled water.

“I’m contributing to the future of water 
and essentially life.  That sounds so cheesy, but 
having that higher purpose in mind, makes 
even the most cookie cutter government desk 
job have this glimmer of appeal to it,” said 
Keeter, who is also contemplating a career in 
environmental law.

For now, though, her internship is simply 
deeply gratifying.

“Even though some of my days I am 
working on a spreadsheet tracking different 
bills or tracking different media contacts, it 
still feels like I’m contributing to something 
bigger,” Keeter said. ◆

“

“ I’m contributing to the 
future of water and 
essentially life.  That 
sounds so cheesy...

Letter from the Editor 
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Does student focused university really mean student focused?
How Chapman’s ballooning mental health issue shows its true attitude towards students.   

Letter from the Editor 

Chapman, we have a serious prob-
lem. We can find a way to borrow 
$150 million to buy a new housing 

project, but not, apparently, a way to address 
the mental health crisis on our campus. 

In late October, SGA President Mitchell 
Rosenberg announced there were 90 stu-
dents waiting to see a counselor at Chapman’s 
Student Psychological Services (SPCS). That 
number represents a tripling of the usual 
waitlist.

Director of Psychological Counseling 
Services Jeanne Walker attributed this rise in 
numbers to the recent tragedies like the Las 
Vegas shooting and the fires that raged in 
Anaheim Hills and Sonoma County in Octo-
ber, and said it was difficult to provide help to 
all the students asking for it. 

“This (semester) was not a good situation 
and we are sad about it,” Walker said. “This 
year was like a tidal wave.”

Unsaid was that there are probably even 
more students who want help but don’t 
bother seeking it, knowing they will have to 
wait three or more weeks. Given the epidemic 
of anxiety, depression, and suicide afflicting 
people of college age, we should be reducing 
the obstacles that stand between students 
receiving mental health care – not adding to 

them. 
Chapman sells itself as a “student cen-

tered university.” The mission of our counsel-
ing center is to “assist students in functioning 
effectively in the university environment by 
assessing and supporting their psychologi-
cal well-being as they pursue personal and 
academic goals,” according to a statement on 
its website. 

But Dean of Student Affairs Jerry Price 
contends that adding more counselors is not 
the answer to shortening the waitlist, telling 
The Panther “We just can’t keep up by adding 
people. The more we add, the more students 
come in.” 

Amplifying his remarks at Prowl’s re-
quest, he added, “We think that the model 
of relying on the counseling center as the 
primary way we support students is not the 
most effective way to do it.” 

Chapman may hire a case manager to 
help triage people on the waitlist, referring 
those with academic and other, non-mental 
health problems to more appropriate cam-
pus resources, but has no plans to hire more 
counselors, Price said, noting that the univer-
sity does not want to be in a position of pro-
viding long term care for troubled students. 

Price referenced Brown University, a 

Photo Illustration by Courtney Cummings.

The requirements of our classes often undermine our efforts to do the common
sense things we know keep us sane, such as eating healthy, exercising, and getting enough sleep.

By Courtney Cummings
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similar in undergraduate size with dou-
ble the number of counselors as Chap-
man. Brown’s waitlist is still two weeks; 
but Chapman’s is three. 
“We could double our staff and reduce 
our waitlist by a week! To me that’s an 
arms race we can’t win,” Price said. 
But doesn’t reducing the waitlist by 
even just a week seem like a better idea 
than just doing nothing? What does 
the administration’s response say about 
the priorities of this $64,000 “student 
centered” university? And why have 
a counseling center on campus if you 
don’t want students to take advantage 
of it? 
How about we solve the problem 
instead of just studying it or trying 
to refer it away: Divert money we’re 

spending elsewhere to hiring counsel-
ors. If the university is concerned about 
hiring more full time people than we 
need, it can hire temporary or part time 
counselors to be available as needed.
 Universities are competitive. Chapman 
doesn’t want to fall behind in guaran-
teeing fancy housing which will attract 
new students. But what about the 
students already here? Shouldn’t our 
survival be a priority? Yes, survival. The 
university’s failure to provide a human 
ear on demand is literally a life and 
death matter.
Suicide is the second leading cause of 
death for 20 to 24-year olds (trailing 
accidents), with suicide rates in that age 
group tripling since the 1950s.
Let’s put this in context by comparing 

the resources Chapman provides to keep us safe 
in other ways. Chapman has 19 public safety of-
ficers, according to Chief of Public Safety Randy 
Burba - and untold staff support for Public Safety 
in the form of dispatchers, fire and life safety per-
sonnel, parking and transportation, and clerical 
staff.  
How many people do we have qualified to talk to 
students about their problems in the counseling 
center? 
Seven. 
According to Price.
Yet, 17.6 percent of all 10 to 24 year olds who 
died in 2015 died as a result of suicide, while only 
14.6 percent of those deaths were attributed to 
homicide, according to a new CDC report. 
See the problem? 
Seven. 
Why are we so bummed, anyway? 
College students report the highest levels of stress 
compared to other age groups. 
For many students, college is the first time in 
their lives they are away from family and loved 
ones. We also face epic financial pressures, as 
stratospheric tuition costs leave us accruing re-
cord levels of debt while we may not know what 
major, let alone career, we want to pursue. Not to 
mention our inability to speak to friends about 
our stress as they are floundering too.  Many of 
us are stumbling as we take on classes and course 
loads we can’t handle, while mourning break 
ups, dying pets and relatives, lost friends and the 
defeat of Hillary Clinton.  
And don’t forget the usual “who am I?” young 
person dilemma we deal with on top of an 
increasing pressure to pull great grades, have in-
ternships, and prove ourselves. The requirements 
of our classes often undermine our efforts to do 
the common sense things we know keep us sane, 
such as eating healthy, exercising, and getting 
enough sleep. (Let me know if you find the time 
to fit all of that into your daily routine.) 
We need a friendly, trusted human ear – nearby 
and on demand. Not somewhere in Fullerton or 

Garden Grove. We need counselors close by – 
available on campus – because in many cases our 
families and loved ones are nowhere near. What 
trusted person can we turn to for support when 
dealing with stressful changes and demands?
 “Psychological help is necessary for college stu-
dents,” said Jazzie Newton, a junior peace studies 
major. “Everything they know is changing, and 
they have to juggle so many different things. It’s 
really hard.” 

For decades, we have emphasized grades over 
well-being and happiness. This attitude needs 
to be changed – and it starts with clearing the 
waitlist at the Chapman counseling center.  Our 
school is only going to get bigger, so how can 
we expect the administration to look out for our 
mental health with thousands of new students in 
the coming years when we can’t even do it now? 
The answer is more counselors, and for admin-
istrators to actually help their students. C’mon, 
Chapman. If you’re going to boast that we’re a 
student centered university, start acting like one. 
We don’t need a bunch of empty promises. We 
need ready, convenient, trustworthy, and talented 
psychological help. 
Administrators need to heed the studies on the 
decline of student mental health and increase the 
resources. Because it’s not just one or two people. 
It’s all of us. We’re all struggling. And there are 
still 90 people on the waitlist ahead of us. ◆

Photo courtesy College Degree Search. 

Suicide is the second leading cause of death for 20 to 24-year olds (trailing accidents), with 
suicide rates in that age group tripling since the 1950s. 

“ “

Everything they know is 
changing, and they have to 

juggle so many different things. 
It’s really hard.
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The (Chapman) Grand total
How much it could cost to live in the 
$150 million complex  By Maggie Mayer15



Chapman University 
Executive Vice President 
and Chief Operating 

Officer Harold Hewitt announced 
Chapman’s $150 million purchase 
of Katella Grand, an apartment 
complex in Anaheim that will be 
open for student housing in fall 
2018, in an email to the Chapman 
Community on Nov. 6. 

The posh residential complex, 
which features a fancy fitness 
center with a rock climbing wall, a 
“resort style” swimming pool and 
“community club room” with a 
fireplace, clocked in at $20 million 
more than the original budget for 
the Keck Center for Science and 
Technology – a complex devoted to 
learning and instruction.

Katella Grand, which will be 
renamed Chapman Grand, has 399 
apartments, 710 parking spaces, and 
will house about 900 students. Each 
unit is equipped with basic kitchen 
appliances and a washer and dryer, 
according to documents provided by 
Hewitt. The university will provide 
typical dorm furniture including 
beds, desks, couches and chairs. 

The purchase of Katella Grand 
is an investment that will likely stay 
with the university for decades, 
and just one example of how 
academic institutions are pushing 
for – and finding – ways to amass 
more student housing to permit 
enrollment growth.  Though tuition 
makes up the majority of Chapman’s 
income, about 14 percent of the total 
income comes from room and board 
expenses, Hewitt said. 

But Chapman didn’t buy the 
Anaheim complex just to get into 

the landlord game, though it doesn’t 
hurt that it is located in an up-and-
coming real estate goldmine called 
the “Platinum Triangle.” It wants to 
keep peace with Orange residents 
and politicians concerned about 
living in a dense mass of partying 
students. And in the current 
“amenities arms race” it wants to stay 
competitive with other universities 
by offering housing options likely to 
lure students who now see a resort 
like atmosphere as prerequisite. 
Katella Grand has those resort-like 
amenities and also offers students 
the opportunity to cement peer 
bonds that are part of the legendary 
“Chapman experience.” 

“The research has consistently 
showed that students who live on 
campus and engage in everyday 
campus life have higher retention 
rates and graduation rates,” Dean of 
Students Jerry Price said. 

For next year’s freshman 
class, a new university housing 
rule will require students to live 

in university housing through their 
sophomore year, not only because the 
housing needs to be filled but because 
administrators think it will help with 
those aforementioned retention and 
graduation rates.

Though living on campus freshman 
year is required unless commuting from 
home, most students now choose to 
move off-campus by their sophomore 
year either because they can’t obtain 
Chapman-provided housing, the price 
tag is too high, or they simply want 

the independence and separation from 
campus. The purchase of Katella Grand 
has piqued interest in some students for 
its luxurious amenities including a pool 
(and hot tub), a recreation room and 
fitness center, and overall modern feel. 
But one question remains: what will it 
actually cost to live there? 

The cost to live in the newly 
purchased apartments will be 
comparable to the existing rates in 
Sandhu Residence Center. But unlike 
Sandhu dorms, the apartments come 

“

“

We have more 

control over how 

much help we 

provide someone 

when they live in our 

own housing

Photo by Ian Craddock

One corner of the apartment complex contains a courtyard with an area for outdoor cooking activities.
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with full kitchens and a lot more space. 
Prices will not be based on the floor 
plan or square footage of the apartment, 
but will depend on whether students 
are sharing a bedroom, according to 
Price. 

This means a lucky few students 
could each draw a single bedroom 
apartment and end up paying the 
same price as someone living in three-
bedroom. 

The cost breakdown

There are 12 apartment layouts 
offered at Katella Grand – four one-
bedrooms, five two-bedrooms and 
one three-bedroom layout options. 
The university will try to fit two beds 
in each bedroom where they can, but 
for the small bedrooms where this isn’t 
a possibility, students would pay the 
single rate. 

A Katella double will cost about 
$11,504 per student per academic year 
and a single bedroom about $13,210 
per academic year.

It will cost the same for one student 
to live in a one-bedroom apartment 
as it will be for two students to live in 
a two-bedroom apartment, because 
they each get their own room. Some of 
the rooms may have two people in one 
bedroom and one person in another, in 
which case two people would be paying 
the double rate and one person would 
pay the single rate.

Here’s an example of a one-
bedroom apartment that 
would likely fit just one 
student:

One bedroom, one bathroom
796 square feet 
Current price at Katella Grand: 
$2,092 per month
Chapman’s price: about $13,210 per 
academic year, which is about $1470 
per month. This means Chapman’s 
rate for the single apartments could 

be more than $500 less per month 
than the market price. There are 
close to 100 units with or similar to 
this floor plan.  

Here’s an example of a two-
bedroom apartment that 
could potentially house 
three people:

Photo by Ian Craddock

A look at one of the living rooms.

Two bedrooms, two bathrooms
1,158 square feet 
Current price at Katella Grand: 
$2,843 per month
Chapman’s price: about $11,504 
for a shared room for an academic 
year, about $1280 per month. For 
the student in the single bedroom, it 
would cost about $13,210, or about 
$1470 per month. 
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Suppose you were living in this apartment with two 
roommates paying market price. If you split the rent three ways, 
it would cost about $950 per month per person. So, in this case, 
Chapman’s price will cost students more than living in Katella 
Grand paying market price would. 

 

Amenities and parking
 

Parking and transportation - Katella Grand has about 750 
parking spaces in a garage below the complex. The university 
will also have shuttles going to and from main campus, similar 
to Panther Village. Unlike Panther Village, the parking passes 
from Chapman Grand will be valid for main campus so 
students can drive to school and park in Lastinger Parking 
Structure. 

9,200 square foot lobby - The first floor of Katella Grand 
has an open floor plan with different seating areas, including 
a conference-style work arrangement and couches. Currently, 
there is a gas fireplace, a pool table, and televisions mounted 

on the walls. On the far side of the lobby is a beverage display 
fridge, a bar/kitchen area for food and drink, and an espresso 
machine. 

Pool - The pool is lined with lounge chairs, tables and 
umbrellas, with fountains and a gas fire pit at the pool’s ends. 
There is also a hot tub. 

Fitness Center - There is a gym on the first floor of the 
building with an array of cardio and weightlifting equipment. 
There is also a small rock climbing wall. 

Price said there will be frequent open houses in the Spring 
semester where the apartments will be furnished similar to a 
typical dorm room setup with beds and desks. 

The push for university housing and student 
satisfaction

It has long been on the minds of university officials to house 
at least 50 percent of students on campus, both to build a strong 
community among undergraduates as well as to keep a mutually 

beneficial relationship with the residents of Orange, Hewitt said. 
Unbeknownst to most students and parents, the university is 

about $345 million in debt, counting the debt incurred from the 
purchase of the $150 million complex. 

Katella Grand was purchased using municipal revenue bonds, 
which can come with higher financial risks than general obligation 
bonds because they rely solely on revenue, which in this case will 
come from students living in the complex.  This does not mean 
that the university is in trouble financially, Hewitt said, because 
the university can sell the complex, likely for more than they 
bought it for. 

“ “I wanted the dorms to be a 
larger way to socialize which 

they are not here

The pool at Katella Grand, located just outside the 9,200 share foot lobby, adds to the complex’s luxury atmosphere.

Photo by Ian Craddock
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An additional $100 million in debt 
was acquired years prior, when Chapman 
purchased land by the Dodge College of 
Film and Media Arts with plans to build 
a residential complex called “Filmmaker’s 
Village,” only to discover the land was 
contaminated with carcinogens. That plot was 
converted into the Lastinger tennis courts. The 
rest of the $345 million came from loans issued 
for the construction of the Keck Center for 
Science and Technology. 

The 14 percent of the university’s income 
generated through housing and meal plans, is 
not likely to change much with the purchase 
of Katella Grand because it was paid for with 
these long-term loans, which the university 
will pay off first, Hewitt said. 

Incoming students will now be required 
to live on campus through sophomore year, 
a rule not imposed on students in the past – 
something unlikely to sit well with the students 
who move off campus to save money on 
housing and get some breathing room.

“We have more control over how much 
help we provide someone when they live in our 
own housing,” Price said. “We would love to 
increase access to high achieving students who 
don’t have as much of an ability to pay.” 

Also, when students opt-out of university 
housing, they lose the $3,000 university 
housing grant, which many students have. So 
even though it may seem less expensive to live 
off-campus at the time, the cost is often similar 
or even less in the long run.  

Chapman’s current housing shortage is 
often a concern for parents, Hewitt said. 

“There are families that are concerned 
about the lack of housing. In particular, we 
hear that (from people) coming from out-of-

state,” he said.  
Freshman sociology major Emma Goethe 

will be transferring to her home state after one 
semester, in part because she says she doesn’t 
feel satisfied with the Chapman community, 
despite living in a dorm. 

“I wanted the dorms to be a larger way to 
socialize which they are not here,” she said, 
adding that part of why she chose Chapman 
was because she liked the modern layout of the 
residence halls. 

More housing options will permit the 
university to better meet student needs, Price 
said. Chapman could conceivably offer themed 
housing for first generation or LGBTQIA+ 
students, to create the kinds of communities 
that students could want in the future.

Nasma Kublawi is a junior psychology 
major who moved off campus sophomore year 
because, like many students, she wanted the 
feeling of independence. She is mostly skeptical 
of the two-year living requirement. 

“(Sophomores) should have the liberty to 
make that decision for themselves, but that’s 
not to say having a campus housing option is 
a bad thing,” she said.  “It’s very subjective to 
who the student is and what their priorities 
and values are.”

The road to elitism 

Student housing plays an increasingly 
important role in university reputation. World-
class professors aren’t always a strong enough 
draw to recruit the best and brightest students, 
and many of the top private universities 
guarantee student housing for undergraduates 
as an inducement. 

The pool at Katella 
Grand, located just 
outside the 9,200 share 
foot lobby, adds to 
the complex’s luxury 
atmosphere.

Photo by Ian Craddock
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Hewitt said the best universities accommodate student needs not 
just in academics but every other aspect of a university experience. 
So, what is it about student housing that can make a university elite? 

Administrators look to other private universities comparable 
in size for inspiration and ideas. Examples of these models include 
Vanderbilt University, Tufts University, and Stanford University, each 
of which have endowments well into the billions of dollars.  

The university’s investment advisors reported the endowment 
was most recently sitting at about $360 million, Hewitt said. About 30 
percent of undergraduates live in university housing.  

Top private universities tend to have more 
students living in campus housing.

Hewitt said what students tend to want now is apartment style 
living where they can have more privacy. The shoebox dorms with 
Cinder Block walls, stained carpet, and community bathrooms 
are becoming less appealing as universities are upping the ante for 
housing accommodations. 

These were a few of the things that kept Goethe from choosing 
another school, who said she liked that Chapman seemed to balance 
communal living with privacy. 

“I was very drawn to the housing because there were private 
bathrooms which was the main concern I had at other universities,” 
she said. 

As student expectations like Goethe’s rise, so do the buildings. 
Stanford University, for example, has opened three new residence 

halls since 2013, and continues to renovate many of their older 
buildings. The school’s website also advertises its commitment to 
sustainability for their residential and dining enterprises.◆
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Where the boys aren’t:
Gender disparities on Chapman’s campus 

By Dasha Konovitch

Junior health science major Jordan Wil-
helm fantasizes about how much more unique 
she would be if she, as a woman, were a mi-
nority on campus as men are, instead of “just 
another Chapman girl.”   

Indeed, campuses – including Chapman – 
are becoming primarily female. 

Women comprise 56 percent of the stu-
dent population on college campuses na-
tionwide, according to the U.S. Department 

of Education, and the majority is even more 
pronounced at Chapman University. Under-
graduates were 61 percent female and 39 per-
cent male as of 2016 at Chapman, according 
to the University and College Accountability 
Network.

The trend has been in the works for 
decades. Roughly nine percent of women 
earned bachelor’s degrees in 1970-71, about 
45 percent earned bachelor’s degrees in 1984-

“

“

I’m just a number.

Photo by Dasha Knovitch
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85, and 50 percent by 2001-02, according to 
the National Bureau of Economic Research.

This gap impacts the campus social cul-
ture at Chapman: Many students have most-
ly female friends, heterosexual men enjoy 
a much deeper dating pool than do other 
groups, and administrators worry about 
whether and how to control the torrent of 
qualified females.

Katherine Shields, a junior commu-
nication studies major, said she still feels 
pushed aside at times because professors 
give the few men in a class more attention. 
Others say that women feel more comfort-
able speaking up and participating in classes 
because they are no longer conspicuous, but 
comfortable. 

Why are girls suddenly so prevalent at 
universities? Historically, women have long 
felt they need to be better prepared and 
more qualified than men to be considered for the same jobs, 
said Dean and Professor of Educational Studies Margaret 
Grogan.

This gender imbalance was a plus for junior health sci-
ence major Perry Barringer when he was choosing a college 
to attend. 

“I have a girlfriend (now),” Barringer said. “But there 
were a lot more options in the dating pool when I was single. 
I take STEM classes and they’re still majority female but I 
don’t see the campus being super ‘feminized.’ You can’t really 
feminize organic chemistry.” 

Junior strategic and corporate communications major 
Vishnu Gettu said it’s nice to be surrounded by women. 

“When you look at the basic facts about the school, the 
gender gap shows up and it’s a huge plus,” Gettu said. “It’s 
done wonders for my dating life.” 

Not the case for hetero Chapwomen. 
Junior TV writing and production major Laurel Speck 

said she faces an internal struggle of whether or not she 
should give up on chasing Chapman men and take up online 
dating applications.

“There’s added pressure and competition 
for girls. I’ve thought about downloading 
Tinder, but I have way too much pride to go 
through with that,” Speck said.

This gender imbalance at Chapman is, in 
part, due to men favoring schools with stron-
ger engineering programs, business programs, 
and athletics or more school spirit regarding 
sports, said assistant Vice President of Admis-
sion Marcela Mejia-Martinez.

“Overall, Chapman has a good balance, 
and we work hard to control the gap,” Me-
jia-Martinez said. “We are hopeful (the new 
science center and school of engineering) will 
help us attract strong talent of all sexes, to 
help balance the sex ratios.” 

Men are less likely to attend college 
because they have more career options than 
women, said junior biology major Amr Turk-
mani.

“A lot of men would like to take over their fathers’ work 
or established business, so they don’t always need a degree,” 
Turkmani said. “As long as you have experience, you can 
build your way up.”  

If men are inherently seen as able-minded and able-bod-
ied to do any job, they might be less likely to seek out oppor-
tunities to advance themselves, for example, going to college, 
junior health science major Sana Datar speculated. 

Sophomore news and documentary major Dedee Droege 
said college never felt like a choice – graduating with a de-
gree was a parental expectation. Her family presented college 
to her as both a privilege and an obligation. 

“Performance-wise, women will do better because there 
are more of us at Chapman,” Droege said. “But. . .outside of 
the classroom, the workforce and graduate school are tilted 
toward men.”

Droege believes that there’s a lot against women since 
birth and when they are put in a situation where they can 
objectively prove their worth, women will take advantage of 
that.

“I’ve always been told that I have to,” Droege said. 

Dean of Students Jerry Price said Chapman University 
strives to keep its environment diverse both ethnically and in 
terms of gender.

“We don’t think there’s a benefit to being 75/25 (in terms 
of men to women ratio),” Price said. “When we admit people 
there’s a chunk that’s clearly admissible, a chunk that doesn’t 
meet qualification, and the muddy group in the middle. It is 
possible that men in that (middle group) get let in to keep a 
diverse environment.” 

Does that mean that less qualified men are admitted over 
more qualified women? 

“Not in a million years would we accept a less qualified 
man over a more qualified woman,” Price said. “But we’re 
mindful.” 

Mejia-Martinez said that Chapman works as hard as any 
other liberal arts centered school to keep the averages bal-
anced. 

Women may excel at getting into universities, but that 
doesn’t mean they are guaranteed to do well once they get 
out. Negative stereotypes still affect women’s chances of 
getting and maintaining powerful positions in some fields, 
Grogan said. As of 2017, 5.4 percent of Fortune 500 CEO 
companies were women compared to zero percent in 1995, 
according to Pew Research Center.

“Men are seen as more capable in male dominated fields, 
and most fields are male-dominated,” Datar said. 

That’s why women take such pains to become educated 
and prepared said Grogan. 

“Many times, a job posting will say ‘doctorate preferred,” 
Grogan said. “(This means) men can get the job without it, 
but women will definitely have to have one.” 

This idea leaves some undergraduate women wondering 
if their investment in education will pay off. 

“Sure, women outnumber men at my school, but I still 
think men go really far in their gender,” sophomore business 
major Emma Stein said. “Women who have the same cre-
dentials as their male counterparts still don’t get jobs because 
people think men are more qualified and men can deal with 
stress. A lot of people believe that women should still be at 
home.” ◆
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There is a little known Chapman 
sports team that has taken 
down Stanford University in 

a competition. This team does not have 
cheerleaders; the players do not face off on a 
field or a court. In fact, the five teammates do 
not even play in close proximity to each other 
during the competition. Each player sits in 
front of their computer at home and strategizes 
with the rest of the team over voice chat.

This is esports – contests for an increasingly 
digital and atomized age.

“I think (esports and gaming) are an issue 
of the new age, sort of redefining what counts 
as social. Think about it like a phone call, but 
there’s also that element of interacting with 
each other’s characters and working towards 
a goal,” said Ben Allen, a sophomore news 
and documentary major. “Gamers are mostly 
normal people.”

The esports, or “electronic sports,” industry 
has been around since the 1990s, and has 
evolved into a competitive video gaming 
phenomenon. The esports audience passed 
213.8 million people in 2016 with a year-over-
year revenue growth of 36 percent, according 
to SuperData, a site that offers quantitative 
and qualitative insights on gaming, streaming 
media, and esports. The growth of esports 
is due in part to the increased popularity of 
streaming sites, technology and the internet, 
according to Fox Sports.

The Chapman esports club was founded 
on July 12, 2013, according to the Chapman 
esports Facebook page, and has 310 

Inside the locker room:    Chapman students embrace esports
By Tasha Rebensdorf

Photos of Chapman esports club members playing in the Student Union at the “Fall Smash Bash” 

All photos by Jack Irvine
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members—it is likely that these 
numbers include some Chapman 
students that have graduated. 
The club meets twice a month 
in the basement of Leatherby 
Libraries or in Argyros Forum. 
The club also has teams that 
compete collegiately in games 
such as Counter-Strike: Global 
Offensive, League of Legends, 
and Overwatch, as well as casual 
gamers. The Chapman esports 
club brings gamers “together” 
to play and even compete for 
money.

 Mark Giambone, a junior 
computer science major, is on 
the “Chapmemes” team, a five-
some, plus a substitute player, 
that competes collegiately in an 
esport called Counter-Strike: 
Global Offensive (or CS:GO). 
The CS:GO has defeated Stanford 
University and Grand Canyon 
University in their only two 
games thus far. 

The teams face off virtually 
through a third-party site called 
CEVO, which “helps you craft 
authentic esports experiences” 
and brings “activation to the next 
level through their production 
and broadcasting services,” 
according to the CEVO website. 
The competitions are hosted 

by Collegiate Starleague, “the 
world’s first collegiate gaming 
organization,” according to the 
Collegiate Starleague website. 

Giambone said the CS:GO 
championship prize for Division 
2 teams, such as Chapman, 
includes products like keyboards, 
mice, and headsets. The prize 
pool for Division 1, the most 
competitive league, is $30,000. 
Division 2 is geared for more 
casual play and the champions 
win products, according to 
Collegiate Starleague.

“For esports, it’s all about 
team chemistry so you need to 
pick your teammates wisely,” 
Giambone said. “I was lucky that 
our team gets along great and 
plays well together, so that’s why 
we’ve been able to beat (Stanford 
and Grand Canyon University) 
so far.”

Freshman news and 
documentary major Emma 
Barda, a casual gamer who 
plays esports such as League of 
Legends, said she began playing 
video games at three years old. 

“It’s a nice escape. You can 
spend an hour just fooling 
around by yourself or with 
friends and it’s always going to be 
a new, fun experience,” Barda 
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said.
Ben Allen loves the “mind 

game” element. Like Barda, Allen 
is a casual gamer. 

“I love coming into a game 
that has inter-layered mechanics 
and figuring out what strategies 
to take. I also love the feeling 
of progression and knowing 
that I won a certain game that 
I wouldn’t have won the month 
before,” Allen said.

There is a large social element 
that comes with playing or 
watching esports, Allen said.

“It’s just the same as if you 
went to play a pickup game of 
basketball. Part of it is playing the 
game and seeing your friends,” 
Allen said. “When people think 

of someone who plays a lot of 
video games, they think of a 
sweaty nerd sitting in a room by 
themselves. And yes, it might 
be that, but (playing esports and 
video games) is not necessarily 
an asocial thing,” even if your 
teammates are not within 
earshot, he added.

The 2016 esports revenue 
totaled $892.8 million and 
is predicted to reach over $1 
billion by 2018, according to 
SuperData. About $661 million 
of the 2016 revenue is from 

sponsorships and advertising, $78 
million from prize pools, and $34 
million in ticket sales to watch 
esports competitions, according 
to the website.

Giambone paid $10 for 
a student ticket to attend 
a Counter-Strike: Global 
Offensive championship at the 
OC Fairgrounds last October. 
The gaming competition was 
projected on several screens, 
which depicted players and their 
screens simultaneously.  

“It’s like watching any sports 
team. People have the same 
reactions when someone does 
something amazing,” Giambone 
said. “When you’re watching 
professionals play, you learn so 

“

“

When people think of 

someone who plays 

a lot of video games, 

they think of a sweaty 

nerd sitting in a room 

by themselves.
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much because they know the game 
so well and they’ve spent countless 
hours playing.”

Popular esports include Valve 
Corporation’s Counter-Strike: Global 
Offensive and Riot Games’ League 
of Legends,  according to an ESPN 
esports analyst who weighed the 
games’ viewership, sponsorships, 
player base, and future growth 
potential. Counter-Strike: Global 
Offensive is a shooting game that 
involves two teams of five players, 
in which one team attempts to plant 
a bomb and the other team tries to 
diffuse it, Allen explained. League of 
Legends is a team-based five vs. five 
online battle arena game in which 
players choose one hero from a pool 
of more than 100 who fills a specific 
role on their team. The goal is to 
destroy the opposing team’s nexus, a 
large building in their base.

Esports games like League of 
Legends are free-to-play games that 
are downloadable online. However, 
there are things that cost money. 
In-game additions or “cosmetics” 
as they are called, which include 
different character outfits or game 
customizations, pluck the pockets 
of players willing to enhance their 
online personas with bells and 
whistles.   

“I’ve only spent $320 over the last 
five years on cosmetics (in League 
of Legends), but some people spend 
thousands of dollars,” Barda said.

The popularity of esports also 

created opportunities for talented 
gamers to create careers and make 
millions of dollars. Players make 
money based on tournaments; if 
their team loses, they can’t count 
on winnings, said Allen. Being 
a successful esports player gets 
more complicated with corporate 
sponsorships, obligations to make 
appearances, and do photo shoots, 
he explained.

“I would imagine it’s a very 
intense lifestyle to be practicing a 
video game for 10 hours a day and 
then play in a tournament. I love 
playing video games but playing 
that way is not a dream for me,” 
Allen said. “It might be fun to play 
basketball in high school, but you 

“

“

That’s when it’s the 
best, when it’s 2 

a.m. and you should 
definitely go to sleep, 
but there’s just one 

more game you’ve got 
to win.
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might not want to commit to a life 
where you’re practicing it every 
day.”

Esports encompass both 
physical and mental skills, 
according to Barda, though training 
is not as rigorous as that required 
for soccer, baseball, or other 
conventional sports. Physical skills 
include fast reaction times and 
execution, while the mental skills 
involve knowledge of the game and 
strategizing on how to keep the 
other team from winning. Training 
does not require esports players to 
hit the gym.

The “Chapmemes” CS:GO team 
tries to practice whenever possible, 
but has to coordinate around the 
busy schedules that coincide with 
college life, according to Giambone.

“Practicing looks like anything 
from loading up some of the maps 
in the game and practicing where 
the smoke grenades go or going 
and playing scrimmage games 
against random opponents,” said 
Giambone.

In the game of StarCraft, as 
Allen explains, the player has 
to control hundreds of troops 
while issuing many simultaneous 
commands.

“The ability to be able to look at 
your screen and press all of the hot 
keys in the right order is a big deal. 
That sounds stupid but it’s actually 
incredibly hard,” explained Allen.

Playing esports can be 
addicting. The longest Allen has 
played one game, Dota 2, is 12 
consecutive hours. 

“I think that for many people 
the addictive nature of esports and 
video games in general comes from 
the escapist nature of them. We all 
live stressful lives, and it’s nice to 
be able to let go of my stressful life 
for a short time and just focus on 
the game. I’m also a competitive 
person, so esports definitely helps 
me scratch my competitive itch,” 
Allen said.

Barda has played League of 
Legends 10 hours in a row.

“That’s when it’s the best, when 
it’s 2 a.m. and you should definitely 
go to sleep, but there’s just one more 
game you’ve got to win,” Barda said.

 Giambone’s longest record 
was when he played Minecraft for 
26 hours when he was 12.

 “Esports haven’t affected 
my school life, as of yet. I have 
the perfect balance,” Giambone 
said. “I say play games and then 
wait till Sunday to do all of your 
homework.”

His esports record for Counter-
Strike: Global Offensive is 13 hours. 
The time Giambone has put in 
aided in his and the Chapmemes 
victory over Stanford. 

“It was a feeling of great 
excitement and overall a great 
moral booster,” he said. ◆
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Mental health and disabilities:
Creatures comfort Chapman students and staff with 
disabilities and mental health issues

By Emiko Kaneoka

When Jessie Stauber 
couldn’t receive her 
anxiety medication due 

to an error at the pharmacy, she had a 
panic attack. Luckily, the junior strategic 
and corporate communication major 
had a backup solution: her emotional 
support dog, Lilah. Staying close to her 
side, Lilah cuddled with Stauber until 
she calmed down. 

When political science and peace 
studies professor Arthur Blaser drops 
a paper in one of his classes, he is not 
slowed down by his wheelchair or his 
disability to use one of his hands. His 
service dog, Ollie, can retrieve items for 
him.

Even though Ollie and Lilah differ 
fundamentally in their titles and their 
training — only service dogs are 
required to be trained, according to 
the Americans with Disabilities Act 
National Network — both are crucial in 
their handlers’ everyday lives. However, 
only dogs that are trained to assist 
people “with a disability, including 
a physical, sensory, psychiatric, 
intellectual, or other mental disability,” 
are considered service animals, 
according to the Americans with 

Disabilities Act. 
Legal protections and rights given 

to service animals do not extend to 
emotional support animals (known as 
ESAs), who provide crucial comfort to 
individuals like Stauber, who are often 
hindered by their mental health issues. 
To Stauber, her ESA is just as important 
as a service dog.

While support and service animals 
are differently defined, “both are 
valuable,” Stauber said. 

Although both provide physical or 
emotional help, ESAs are not legally 
entitled to go all the places service 
dogs must be allowed, said Director of 
Disability Services Jason McAlexander. 

Service dogs must be allowed 
anywhere. But entities such as 
restaurants or hospitals are not legally 
required to permit ESAs on their 
property, McAlexander said. However, 
at Chapman there is no policy against 
pets on campus. Any student or 
faculty member could bring their pet 
to campus, unless it is destructive or 
distracting, McAlexander said. But 
while an instructor can ask a student 
to remove an ESA animal if they are 
distracting, service dog owners cannot 

Photo by Laura Claypool

Julia Ross, a junior strategic and corporate communications major, is greeted her emotional support cat, Minerva, each time she 
returns to her dorm room. Minerva is not a cuddly cat, Ross said, but her presence and “sassy” personality disrupts Ross’ “cycle of 
stress” that she sometimes falls into.28



be asked to leave — or remove their 
animal — under any circumstance.

Stauber does not bring her ESA to 
class since she is not fully trained and 
may be distracting. However, she puts 
Lilah in her ESA vest and takes her 
almost everywhere, barring restaurants 
or other places where she might not be 
welcome, Stauber said. 

While Stauber continues to cope 
with her social anxiety disorder 
through therapy and medication, Lilah 
fills her day with typical dog-owner 
responsibilities — feeding her, taking 
her for a walk, and cleaning up after 
her messes. These additional items on 
Stauber’s to-do list help to distract from 
her looming anxiety, she said.

“She keeps me busy. When I was 
a kid, I contemplated a lot and that’s 
not always a good thing, especially 
for people with anxiety,” Stauber said. 
“When you overthink everything, it 
wears you down and makes you worry 
even more. With (Lilah), I don’t have 
time to do that.”

Julia Ross, a junior strategic and 
corporate communications major, 
adopted her emotional support cat, 
Minerva, after struggling to cope with 
stress during her freshman year of 
college, which added to her anxiety 
disorder. Since adopting Minerva, 
Ross has stopped taking her anxiety 
medication entirely. Like Stauber, Ross 
benefits from the added responsibility 
of having a pet. Caring for Minerva 
everyday is a rewarding experience, she 
said.

“One of my biggest issues is feeling 
like I’m not getting enough done. 
But at the end of the day, I can look 
at her and think, ‘Wow, I’ve kept this 
thing alive. She cares about me, and 
we’re bros.’ That’s all my work,” Ross 
said. “It’s really interesting that adding 
responsibility makes me feel better.”

Ross is one of three students 
living with an ESA in the Chapman 
dorms, according to Sherri Akau, the 
associate director of Residence Life and 
First Year Experience. McAlexander 
approves residents’ applications to 
have ESAs in the dorms, where there 
is typically a no-pet policy with the 
exception of those that can be kept 
in a 10-gallon aquarium, according 
to the 2017-2018 Residence License 
Agreement.

While ESAs are accepted on a 
case-by-case basis, McAlexander has 
approved students with emotional 

support dogs, cats, hamsters, and rats 
to live in the dorms. However, he must 
see that the animal is not just a student’s 
pet. There are two major criteria 
when approving ESA applications 
for residence: a legitimate diagnosis 
and a clear link between the animal’s 
presence and a decrease in the student’s 
symptoms, McAlexander said. 

“I would not approve an animal that 
just makes a student feel better,” he said.

Doctors who provide online 
diagnosis for people seeking ESAs 
documentation contribute to the 
number of illegitimate support animals, 

McAlexander said. Since there is no 
formal registry of service animals or 
emotional support animals in the U.S., 
McAlexander said it can be hard to tell 
if an animal is legitimately helpful to 
someone’s mental health or not. 

Only one student who owns a service 
dog attends Chapman, McAlexander 
said, but there could be more since 
service animals do not have to be 
registered through Disability Services. 
Under the Americans with Disabilities 
Act, Chapman faculty and other entities 
can only ask two questions: “Is the dog a 
service animal required because of a 

Photo by Ian Craddock

Jessie Stauber, a junior strategic and corporate communications major, keeps busy training her 11-month-old emotional support dog, Lilah. 

Stauber has social anxiety disorder, and Lilah calms her down when she anxious at home or in public.
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“
disability?” and “What work or 
task has the dog been trained to 
perform?”

“People love animals 
— especially students who 
are leaving home and want 
to bring their animal with 
them. But we have to institute 
regulations to control the 
situation,” McAlexander said. 
“The people that genuinely need 
service animals are getting a 
bad rap because of the abuse of 
emotional support animals.”

Blaser has wanted a service 
dog for over 20 years. He was 
only paired with his four-year-

old golden retriever Ollie about 
two years ago after applying and 
being put on waitlists for over 
two years. Ollie was trained to 
pick up items since Blaser can 
only use of one hands, and to 
help him navigate his wheelchair, 
Blaser said. 

Stauber and Ross received 
their animals’ ESA certifications 
within months. However, Blaser 
still believes that ESAs can also 
serve a “very valuable function” 
for those with mental health 
issues. He also worries that more 
regulation of ESAs and service 
dogs to prevent abuse might have 
negative after-effects for those 
who need them.

“Compared to global 
warming and child-trafficking it’s 
a minor issue. I worry that a few 
examples will be used to limit the 
rights of service dog owners. But 
any kind of dishonesty, tax fraud, 
welfare fraud, service animal 
fraud bothers me,” Blaser said. 
“But attempts to counteract it 
may make matters worse.”

McAlexander believes 
that the number of ESAs 
are increasing because 
documentation is easily available 
online. People are also more 

Photo Courtesy of Arthur Blaser

Arthur Blaser, peace studies and political science professor, sometimes receives help from his service dog, Ollie, in the classroom. But most of the time, 
Ollie takes a nap while Blaser teaches.

People should 
understand that even 

if someone has an 
emotional support 

dog, they’re not weak 
mentally. They just 

have something they 
need help with too.
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open about having a mental disability 
and talking about their frailties, he said.

However, not everyone welcomes 
the presence of an ESA. When Stauber 
is in public with Lilah, some people 
have noticed her ESA vest and asked 
Stauber questions about Lilah’s 
purpose, she said.

“I’ve gotten jokes from people 
saying, ‘What do you need her for?’ or 
‘What is she supporting?’” Stauber said. 
“People should understand that even 
if someone has an emotional support 
dog, they’re not weak mentally. They 
just have something they need help 
with too.”

Ross also talks about her ESA 

with people as a way to open up about 
her mental health and talk to others 
who might be afraid to seek help. But 
when she first got Minerva, she was 
embarrassed to call her an ESA.

“I was so scared that people would 
think that I’m just a crazy worrier 
and that I don’t know how to handle 
my emotions,” Ross said. “I was 
stigmatizing it within myself. But then 
one day I realized that stigmatization of 
mental health has to stop somewhere, 
so today it will start with me.”◆ 
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Age is just a number
Students and the normalization of fake IDs

By Emma Reith
Prowl has allowed the students in this story to be referred 

to by their initials or first names because they are admitting to 
an illegal act.

Obtaining a fake ID is a right of 
passage for many students, who 
say that using them is a passport 

to the hassle free acquisition of alcohol with 
few if any consequences.

 D.L., a sophomore creative producing 
major, bought a fake ID at the end of his 
freshman year from a website called IDGod.
ph.

“It feels totally normal. I’m not worried 
about getting in trouble that much,” he said. 
“It’s so common, I don’t know,  it wouldn’t 
be so common if it was actually legally 
dangerous.” 

His phony California driver’s license, 
which says he’s three years older than his age 
of 19, has passed inspection in grocery stores, 
delis, and liquor stores.

Many websites exist to serve the needs of 
youth who want to be older and able to buy 
liquor or drink in clubs. A convincing driver’s 
license can be had for $70 to $100.  

In a 2016 study from the Journal of 
Studies on Alcohol and Drugs, 7.7 percent of 
incoming U.S. freshmen reported owning a 
fake ID. After concluding one to two years of 
college, that percentage rose to 18.2 percent of 

students, the highest percentage ever reported 
since they began recording in 1989.

For junior strategic and corporate 
communication major S.A., purchasing her 
fake idea was a matter of its easy accessibility, 
and because she ‘didn’t see why not.’

“It was easy to get and although I don’t use 
it much, it still feels good to have. I can go buy 
myself wine or something if I feel like it,” she 
said. 

She has only used her ID three times in the 
four months she’s had it.

“Almost everyone has one that I know, 
pretty much,” she said. “So when I drink, it’s 
usually because someone else used their fake 
to buy it.”

D.L. and S.A. both obtained their IDs 
through a friend who knew how to navigate 
IDgod.ph. 

“My friend told me it was a good deal; 
cheap, legit, and not suspicious,” S.A. said. 
“But she had to transfer money through 
Western Union (an American financial 
services and communications company) and 
it kept getting denied because the source 
(IDgod) was considered illegitimate. That was 
kind of suspicious.”

S.A. said she was close to taking her name 
off the order because it felt ‘questionable,’ and 
she wanted her money back. The following 
week, however, she received her fake ID. 
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 D.L. and S.A. both estimated that 
about three-quarters of people they 
know at Chapman have fake IDs. 
However, because it is an external 
issue, separate from the university, 
Chapman’s student conduct code has 
no mention of fake identification and 
the legal friction that may stem from 
it.

 According to the Public Safety 
Crime log, 25 percent of crimes since 
the start of the semester have been 
drug or alcohol related.

  The University is unlikely to 
penalize students for having fake IDs, 
although consequences may result 
from their behavior while drunk. 

“We know there is a problem with 
students having fake ID’s,” said Dean 
of Students Jerry Price. “Certainly 
it’s concerning, but as it does not 
specifically affect the university, there 
is no way for us to regulate or create 
consequences for students who have 
these IDs.”

Price said the university prefers 
to emphasize the promotion of 
sobriety, or healthy drinking habits for 
students.

 Fake ID ownership directly 
correlates with reports of heavy 
drinking episodes, alcohol-related 
problems, and drinking and driving, 
according to the Journal of Studies on 
Alcohol and Drugs. 

The data also indicated that the 

odds of owning a fake 
ID were significantly 
increased by intent 
to join or current 
membership in a 
fraternity or sorority, 
and according to the 
Chapman Greek Life 
webpage, 32.8 percent 
of Chapman students 
are Greek affiliated. 

But junior business 
major Lauren A., who 
is not a member of 
Greek life and has no 
intention of joining, 
also has a fake ID.

“It’s college, 
drinking kind of 
happens regardless. I can see how 
being in (a fraternity or sorority) at 
other schools would influence you 
to drink more or buy a fake, but that 
doesn’t apply here as much,” Lauren 
said. 

 D.L. sees fake IDs as normalized 
within the Chapman community and 
said it’s ‘common knowledge’ which 
liquor stores and bars will accept 
them.

“A lot of people at Chapman know 
the places in the area that are good 
to go to, and won’t catch you, and the 
places you shouldn’t go to if you have 
a fake. Obviously you should use your 
fake with caution and not be stupid 

about it,” D.L. said. “It’s 
also usually pretty safe 
to use a fake in grocery 
stores.” He added he 
has bought booze 
in several famous 
groceries and “never 
had a problem.”

J . Hernandez, 
a security guard for 
the popular District 
Lounge, said he was 
trained by the Orange 
Police department to 
identify fraudulent IDs. 

He said he evaluates 
the apparent age of 
the person holding 
the identification and 

also   focuses on the quality of the 
ID’s photo, it’s laser perforation and 
engraving (for some state IDs). He 
also checks to see if the expiration 
date correlates with the typical five-
year timeline that an ID is valid. 

Hernandez has also heard other 
bouncers asking for the alleged ID 
holder’s star sign, as many fake ID’s 
have listed birthdays that are different 
from the holders. 

 Sophomore business major 
Rachel R. said she has used her 
counterfeit ID she borrowed from 
an older friend to enter the District 
Lounge, although she doesn’t plan on 
doing it again. 

The lounge wasn’t able to be 
reached for a response on this.

“The thing is, is that with the D 
(District Lounge), if you get caught 
with a fake they’re more likely to get 
you in trouble than other places,” 
Rachel R. said, indicating she was 
fearful of being cited by police. “(At 
other places), they’ll just turn you 
away or, worst case, take your ID.”

If caught in possession of a 
fake ID, a person can be cited for 
a misdemeanor false identification 
violation in accordance with the 
California Business and Professions 
Code Section 25661.

Using her fake ID is so routine, 
it doesn’t even feel like breaking the 
law, said Rachel R. “Having a fake 
ID doesn’t feel dangerous...I think 
that’s why so many students get them. 
Besides being kind of expensive, they 
might as well get one,” she said. 

S.A. said thinks fake ID’s are 
already ‘embedded’ in Chapman 
student culture. 

“No one feels unsafe, really, and 
that’s why people feel so comfortable 
buying fakes,” said S.A. “Chapman 
students definitely like to be involved 
in the party scene, but due to the area 
our school’s located in, it’s harder to 
fulfill that desire to drink and party, so 
it’s very common for students to seek 
other outlets for that. ◆

“

“

There is no 

way for us to 

regulate or create 

consequences 

for students who 

have these IDs.
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